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MADE IN AMERICA WITH IMPORTED MATERIALS

scott group custom carpets
Scott Group Custom Carpets, authentically designed and produced in the USA since 1969, uses 

only the finest, most luxurious natural fibers. The collaborative and one-on-one custom design process 

between our in-house design team members and customers speaks to our devotion and commitment 

to delivering exceptional results. Scott Group Custom Carpets provides elegance and sophistication 

in homes, on planes, and in some of  the world’s most well-known buildings and luxury boutiques.





JOAN BEHNKE COLLECTION

The relationship between Joan and Scott Group Studio developed over several years 

of working together and what has grown into an understanding of her design language. 

Joan has an effortlessly engaging demeanor; she is a person comfortable in her own 

skin. Her work exhibits the same level of unpretentiousness, an understated elegance 

that comes from paying attention to the nuance and impact of the details. 

Joan’s love of teaching and sharing her inspiration helped us to develop a design and 

pattern vocabulary with her in which to use as building blocks for new design development. 

Inspirations range from the way light plays with shadow to the shapes and textures 

that are formed in natural movement.

With a deep love and affinity for art, Joan’s appreciation for hand craftsmanship is 

apparent in the way she approaches design. She often references her experiences 

through years of extensive travel. It’s easy to see correlations of her time spent living 

in Japan and traveling throughout Europe in the way that she describes the process 

of creating art. There is a deep appreciation and understanding of art history and the 

richness of craft indigenous to cultures. There is no distinction drawn between art and 

craft, maker and artist — both are equal and essential to her in designing personal and 

dynamic environments.  

Joan Behnke & Associates, Inc. is rooted in the deep belief of interior design as both 

a fine art and a profound opportunity for self-expression. A veteran in interior design, 

Joan Behnke® thrives on the collaborative aspect of design, as she believes it is synonymous 

with success. As travel has been an integral part of her creative process, Joan has 

found a consistent exposure to new places essential — from capturing the spirit of 

a culture in a design detail to seeking out a unique piece from the shops in Paris or 

the artisans of Myanmar. She is continually looking for new and inspiring ways to use 

color, texture and objects of exquisite craftsmanship to create a lasting beauty. 
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PROCESS + CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT



THE COLLECTION + COLLABORATION

The process of collaboration was fundamental to the development of the collection 

with Joan. Blending her inspiration from nature and art, with our skilled craftsmanship, 

created an elegant, thoughtful and serene collection of rugs. Each individual design 

complements one another holistically and are versatile enough for any space. As Joan 

would describe, “these designs are very pleasing to the eye and easy to live with”. 

There is a clarity of color and lightness  to the collection’s palette that has a distinctly 

West Coast feel, and photographing the rugs outdoors at a Rose Farm in Santa Barbara 

allowed the patterns to exist in their inspired element. With over 30,000 rose bushes 

and over 130 varieties  of blooms, the farm was vibrant with movement, color, form 

and texture. As each of the rugs were displayed around the landscape, we discovered 

that they were able to seamlessly integrate into Joan’s creative notion.

“I wanted to create a line of carpets that is like an abstract representation of our 

natural environment. The palette represents a layering of earthy textures and neutral 

colors in patterns that randomly intersect, as one might witness in nature. Perhaps 

the colors selected for the designs are from a west coast perspective where I live and 

work, which speaks to the abundance of sun-drenched light and allows for the use of 

brighter colors to be introduced on different materials throughout the space other than 

the floor. The abstract interpretation of the carpets is also undoubtedly influenced by 

my love of art and sculpture – like so many artists I respect, what greater inspiration 

is there than the detail and surprising elements that come from what we behold on 

closer inspection of a leaf…the flow of water…or a rock.” 

- JOAN BEHNKE



MATERA | 350718 | 5’x8’ rug

The harmony and allure of natural asymmetry can be found in the flow of organic vening, in interesting forms and in the perfectly imperfect 
balance of nature’s delicate designs. No two patterns that are formed by the earth are exactly alike. Matera’s unique patterning celebrates 
that imbalance and complexity, emulating the markings found on a leaf, or the petal of a bloom. 



“Nature is so incredibly vast and dramatic. How do you even begin 

to comprehend everything in nature that you could be inspired by 

to be creative?”

- JOAN BEHNKE



LAMINA | 350715 | 5’x8’ rug

Lamina’s beauty lies in the space in between elements. Inspired by Kintsugi, a Japanese art for repairing broken pottery, Joan explored 
a way to translate that creative process into her own version of the art form. The philosophy behind the technique is to assemble the 
broken pieces of pottery back together, then repair with a mixture of gold or platinum  —  highlighting the beauty and artistry of the 
joinery.





SOLANTO | 350714 | 5’x8’ rug

Hearkening back to days spent on Joan’s family owned wheat farm in Kansas, Solanto captures the beauty and elegance in the movement 
of grain that reaches its full height in summer.



Left to right: Vidya II with silk, Vidya II with silk and worsted wool and Vidya II with silk



FLERI | 350719 | 5’x8’ rug

Fleri conveys the natural process of a plant in bloom. It’s this abstraction of nature that captures Joan’s attention — and these continual 
stages and cycles of life, such as the energy of buds blossoming into flowers, prove to be a dynamic muse.





REIYA II | 350717 | 5’x8’ rug

California tide pool inspired, Reiya reveals the unexpected cache left underneath the receding surf. The flowing motion of the arched 
shapes demonstrate opposite and contrary forces, like tides which are interconnected and interdependent in the natural world.



“We find beauty not in the thing itself  but in the patterns of  

shadows, the light and the darkness, that one thing against 

another creates. Were it not for shadows, there would be no 

beauty.”

- JUN’ICHIRŌ TANIZAKI | IN PRIASE OF SHADOWS



ADRANO | 350716 | 5’x8’ rug

Like a topographical map of the mountains, Adrano’s confluence of shapes intersect and flow together like an arroyo. This quintessential 
JBA texture is organic in nature and united by the overlay of small clefts that create this unique texture.





All rugs shown are 5’ x 8’ in size. All patterns can be customized.

JOAN BEHNKE COLLECTION

350714: Solanto with worsted wool

350717: Reiya II with silk and worsted wool

350719: Fleri with silk and worsted wool

350715: Lamina with silk

350718: Matera with silk and worsted wool 350716: Adrano with silk



“What I’ve experienced with Scott group is not only a willingness 

to explore and create, but also making it fun. It’s just this incredibly 

winning combination and it’s so cool. It’s been such a pleasure 

to go through this process, looking at imagery, nature, going 

down that rabbit hole...It’s just a way to bring more art and 

more inspiration and more culture to people.”

- JOAN BEHNKE


